Drug DUI
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS
SEATTLE DUID DEFENSE ATTORNEY

Washington law makes it illegal for an individual to be under the influence of drugs while operating a motor vehicle. If you
have been charged with DUID in Seattle, you will need an aggressive legal advocate to protect your rights and help ensure
that you do not face harsh punishments from a conviction. Our Seattle criminal defense lawyers have represented
countless clients on a wide variety of criminal charges, including driving under the influence, and we are prepared to do the
same for you.
If you have been charged with driving under the influence of any of the following types of illegal controlled substances,
you should immediately contact an attorney at our firm.
Marijuana
Cocaine
Crack Cocaine
Methamphetamines (Meth)
Heroin
Prescription Drugs
LSD
Ecstasy
Opium
Peyote
Mushrooms

ARRESTED? WE ARE HERE TO HELP!
When facing criminal DUI drug charges, it is imperative that you immediately seek attorney representation to give your
case the best chance at being successful. The more time your defense attorney has to work on your case, the better off you
can be. As professional legal advocates, our lawyers have many different methods of researching and implementing
defense strategies, and our experience allows us to help you with highly effective defenses for a charge of driving under
the influence of drugs.
DUID convictions can bring very harsh consequences, which is why it is our number one priority to help maximize your
chances for a positive outcome. Jail, fines, probation, driver's license suspension and a permanent criminal record are a
few of the most common penalties, and these can all negatively affect your life.

If you are facing criminal charges for driving under the influence of drugs, contact a Seattle DUI attorney today!
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